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This report

.."

I. Introddctionv

contains, the recommendations
of the Solve Sukcommittee-

,

of the National Commission
on New Technological

Uses, of Copyrighted
WOrkb , 11.NTU):

concernng-the: 'vay-- ,in which:computer
programs

.should be dealt-with
by changes

..

..

.

.

in Title 17 of the-United
States Code (the,COpyright

law .of the United.States).

,
. -

,:

These recomteildations.have
not been adopted by the Commission.

They are being.

.

:.

circulated
'4 fhis time

in order that written or, when appropriate,
oral cora-. -;-

.1

meats may be made 6y interested
parties-so

ti at the Commiisionyill
be, able to

base its final report
in this area on the broadest possible foundation.

The Software Subcommittee
has souitt to determine how toNbalance-

\

important indiVidifal
and societal interests which conflict

with one another

to-a certain extent. Those interests
include the broad dissem ination

of worki

.

.

of authorship -- here;'.coraputer,programs;
the ability of authors to recover

,

.

,

1,
,

-
#

-
costs from the distribution

of their
wares;' and the proteCtio-of.wor

..?
..

,:: of authorship against t1-176-ie misappropriatiod.
The St mmitted submit's that

.these
4

interests can
best be balanced

with respect to compUtet programs;

1
,

z--

1/ Indeed, certain Commissioners-
are skeptical

about the need for any form of.

.protect ion for computer-programs
as well `as the copyrightability

of such works.

.See Part V, entitled "Postscript."

.
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4 .
,

-with_ all other works of authorship, by,affording-such works copyr, ight.protec-
2/.

tion. 4). -4, (-
4

The United States Constitution provides that Congreds twas the power
. -

to,pTorpte artistic and scientific progress by granting,timited monopolies to
,

.
(

authors and inventors.

rightand-Tatent laws.
.

. . .

Congress Kas.pxercised this power by enacting copy-
,. ..,

,

fitre underlying rationale fbr such laws is that they 1

. .- -
,

provide inCentivis-for the creation and distribUtion of original works whichr
areeipf value' to society. Copyright law gives moderate-protection to the

original writings o'f authors for anextended period of time without regard

to the quality of the work. -Patent law,,on the other hand, gives stronger

-, 21 -It is interesting to ,note that after a three -year study, the British Com-
,mittee to coisider theLaw on Copyright and Designs, in its report to Parliament,
made- recommendations concerning computer programs whiCE are veTy similar to those

-:icOntained in thj.S-draft. Paragraph 520 of that report (knowrii:after*the commit-
t' chairman, as the Whitford Report) contains the follOwing*recommendaion's:

1) Computer prograES should be treated,' for copyright
purposes, as literary works.

. .

Thestorage of copyrighted material in a computer
memory should be an action over which-the copyright
.owner has control. \,

3) Programs and data bases should enjoy the same'terms
of protection as other copyrighted works.

"

4) Copyright in works. produced with ,the aid of a computer
'should belong to those who-devised the instructions
and originated the data which led to that particular
result.

5) The unaathOrized "use" of program should
,-bv an infr;ingement.

) 4 A

The Whitford -Committee was unanimous as ,to the firit four recommendations, but
- ,

there,wA't a division concerning the fifth, with a majority favoring the "use

infringement" result: . T.

c', - 4
.
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. -,.

protection to certain
discoveries of

inventor's for a much. .shoiLer
period of ".

.1

.,,i

P .4

time if and only if the federal goyernment is satisfied
that the work is'

."...

-3-

useful, novel-and
nonobvious to those familiarith th."e related technology.

Veiy broadly, copyright is designed to protect the expression of ideas while

-

patents purpose is to protect-what
are generally understood'to

be inventions

/, .'

.. .

in a sense the ideas themselves.

; 1
I

41.

In discussing computer programs attempts are often made to

explicate, various problems by the use of analogies in whichithe.statement

..

.

-.- I. ( 0

J1-"couiputerplograms
are more or less like..."

7
the* Subcommittee

ha's in the past resor

-unfortunately or otherwise,

wrAings which set forth instructions

as "this' sounds; if.t bears emphasis: .t.hey

or television'sets..
They are instructions fixediin a.tangibl,g-

form of,'

is frequently used. Indeed,

to such devices. Programs,

are "like" little else. They are, however,

or sets o.F.instructions.
As simple

are not°"like" books, paintings,

exptivsion: As will be, discussed in some
detail-;below,

they are thus

withifi the ambit of traditional American copyf.ight....

0
4

4.

.,

1.

. .

A computer program is a wring yhich'pets forth instructions which
,,,(

can direct the operation-_Of an automati system capable of storing, processing, r.. .

retreiving or transferring information.
It is an explanation

of a 'process

and not 'the process itself. This. distinction between'tlie procees-and the

writing whibh describes it is of crttical'i.mportance

_

tb understanding
how

.
,,'"

copytdgh ap.plies to cOmputer progi-ams. With a:Computer
prbgram as with

..

.

. tr

,

f.'s...,
4Q C



. all forms of creative endeavor, there are three different phenomena:

74

1). A description,of the activity (process);

2) The activity (process) itself; and

-3), The results of the activity (process).

Descriptions of a process are protectable through copyright without

3/regard to-whe ther theygre narrative descriptionF or lists' of instructions.

Processes' or principles of operation -- in dicated by the secopd category --

are protectable, if at'all, through patents or trade secrecy. The copyright'

status of the results the activity or process is not dealt with in this

report which is concerned only with the copyright status of the computer pro-

gram. At, all events the-program is not the process itself but is a writing

,

3/ Lae has been'4uggested.that
a program, in. object code that form of theprograidwhich when inserted in the computer activates machine operaiions ---A :might be constitutionally.uncopyrightable because of its lack of communicativepotential. To the untrained reader the ob5ect code does seemtolack communi-ca "ve potential. That-couid .also be- said,' however, of such clearly copyright-

e works as a book in Sanskrit
or a mathematical table of numbers. TheSubc9mmittee is strongly of the opinion, that, if lines must be drawn between .thosOcirms of programs in which copyright may, and those forms inwhich it

may not.czinstitutionally'subaist, that 'should be done by. the judiciary.tosuch 6agks have traditionalLy been given in alight of changing technological, andmarketplace conditions rather tiian by the Commission in its recommendations toCongress.

.1. .

.Copyright protection for prograda would clear y be constitutional andinvulnerable to attack-directed at their utiiitariae and-apparent non-communicatives nature... It is noteworthy that ever since the 1909 revision, such diverseworks'of.authorshipas telephone books,, Leon v. Pacific Tel. I.Tel. Co. , 91 F.2d 484 (9th
cir. 1937);.freight-tables, GutE717 v. Curlett, 36 F.2d 694 (.2dCir.1929)i
interest table,B4wards & DeutchLithographing Co. v. Boormari,.15 Frad 35 (7thCiF. 1926);_lists_of motor strehicle registrants, N w Jersey ,I1,otor List 'Co. V.

.1- tBarton Businesa "erv., -57 F';:d 353 (D.N.J. 1931); and .lists of otherwise mean-ingless five-letter,code "words",Aeiss v. National Quotation Bureau, 276 Fed:,717(t.0.N.Y: 1921); whose value lies-11747711ity rather than artistic merit; have all-5' been found copyrightabld; The intellectual effort required for the creation of a'
computer prograd is-.really not.different.from the`: efforts which created the above-.

described works which have been held-to be eopyrigktable.
,

.
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c: _,

that; sets forth ,a set,of instructions permi ting the process Co occur.
..

i
. . -% .

As such it is,copyrightable. The Subcommittee, therefore, believes that

Congress was correct in treating them as "works of authorship in a
,4/ 5/ .

legislative report accompanying the new Copyright Act.

II. Why Protection?

.. The cost of developing a complex computer program is far greater

than the cost.of duplicating. it. Condequently, computer programs are likely

to be disseminated onlyAf:
I

The creator can recover all of his 6Ests
' plus a fair profit on the first sale of

the work,.thus leaving him unconcerned'
about the later duplication of the.work

2) The creator can spread his costs pver
multiple copies of the work with some

form of protection against%uTlauthor-
.

ized duplication of the work;

3): The creator's.cogts are bornecby another,
as, for example', the gavernment or a

foundation
offers prizes or awards; or

4) Tie 'creator is different to his costs.
and` donates thework to the public.

The consequences of the first possibility would be that the price of

r

virtually any program would be astronomical, leading necessarily to a drastic

reduction in the number of programg marketed. In this country, possibilities 4

three and
:

four occur but rarely 'outside.of Academic and- gernmentsponSored

il

-
.

4/ H.R. Rep. No.-1476-rAth Cong., 2d Sess. (1976).

.5/ P. L. 94-553 (1976).

. "
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.

,research . The Subcommittee is, therefore, satisfied that some form of protec-
,.

. .1

tion is necessary to encourage the creation/and broad distribution of tomputer
6/ -' -.1i

,programs in,a competitive market. These works are the product of great
4

intellectual effort-and their,utility is unquestionable. ..They permit the'

rapid and accurate completion of tasks that otherwise would have to be per-
t/

formed manually. Copyright protection in'this instance is clearly of great

social benefit in that it.prevents the unjustifiable utilization of another 's
r

creative efforts without the, permission of the original creator.

III. WhCopyright?

In examining numerous non- copyright and "hybrid" proposals for pro-
7/ .

,teetion,' as well as "in giving _thought to other considerations, the Subcommittee
t. .,

.
.

.

concluded 1) that programs are nailt different frod....ether works now subject to.,
',. .) ,

.'--.. , A
copyright and, the'refo're, do not require a separate form o

.
f protection; 2) that

the use-of any of the other mechanisms for securing rights in intel4ectual pro-
.

..--,, ,..

perty impa irs-broad access to or use ofoinformation
8/ P v.

--

does copyriOt; and 3) that many proposals for net forms of protect ion are in
9/

most respects indistinguishable from copyright. .

to a ar greater extent tha'fi

'

6/ Indeed, severa
rently utilized.
interest can beSt be

Ore or less tiattually exclusive forms of protection are cur -
&iscussed below,, the.Subcommittee believes, that the public
s rved by clarifying the availability and scope of_these

forms, and, further, \by providing,for,clear copyright pr9tection. For a'dis-
cussiop of the econoOic impact of various forms of ,protection see Braunstein

,,Rt al., Econopics ± Property. Rights' as Applied to Computer Software and Data
./414ses (1977) INYV Report prepared under contract with CONTU).

.2/ Such hybrid proposals generally copine,elements

.'See, e.g., the various proposals found in Kinderman7
,Systems for'Computer Programs,7 I.I.C.'Quarterly 3

Iiitellectual Property-Organization (WIPO) in ?
PrOtection -- Present Situation and ,Future Prospects
72.- dr,

of patent andkqpyright:
, Special i'rotdcttion

'1976)kanl mad4.to,the
"ComputdrSoftware
Copyright (Mar. 1977)

8/ For a comparison of the characteristics of the-three major protective
mechanisms see the table and the comments thereto, pp: 13-15.

9
9/ See Rolle, supra, note 7. .



A reading of the Act-of 1976 and .consideration of its legislative

10/ I
history indicates was Congress' intent that computer programs be \

,
.

-

withkn its ambit. The Software'Subcommittee does not, of course, base its

cone usions solely upon Congressional intent. The Subcommittee does believe.

'

R

lthat copyright is appropriate fof computer programs and that, because of a
0,

1

lack of precision in the new law, amendments, as indicated on pp. 16-23, are

\

\

necessary to state clearly-'that it encompasses computer.programs an to

clarify the scope of copyright'in such works.

o

, N.. 'From a policy standpoint, the worth of copyright protection is mini.7.

;_, .

I i

fest. As one commentator observed at the time the Register of Copyrights first /

fm,
7 '

e 111. Y i
, .

.

agreedIto accept programs for copyright registration, the other -forms of'protec- A4.1

/ -,. 12/ \.-

tion do little to encourage tre dissemination of information: Any form of

protection lor:computer programs other than copyright would restrict society'6

. /
....1,

10/ Sde P. 94-553, §§101, 102,101 and accompanying.House and' enate Reports.
.0

The House, report is particularly instructive. Concerning "literary works,"-in .

which cOpyright subsists,.it4states: "The term does not connote any criterion

of literary'meiit or qualitative value...it includes...computer *ograms...."

H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong. 2d Sass. 54 (1976)
i

ir

.11/ FroT,1964-until January 1, 1978, ,the authoritY.fax seeking "copyright in 4_,
.

program has beep, and will continue to be, the Register's letter, of May 19, 1964.

--,e
.

. . /

12/- "Without co fight protection, the developer of a comer program is con- .

fronted with,a choice between carefully concealing the program or contributing

it to the public by disclosure. 'Neither alternative .permits a large' scale

distribution with the reasonable-expectation of.financial cdMpeniation. There

m

is a possibiity of protecting computer programs under the law of.unfair competi-

tion., The 4st likely source of protect n, however, the doctrine of tradeisecrets,'

would not seem capable of supporting a sykem of wide scale commercial distribution.

An idea will not 'be protected as" a trade secret if examination of the marketed manu-

factured item would completely disclose it to the observer. .Moreover,'the 'require-

ment-of secrecy ,is both sCringentand unclearly delineated,/ and the remedies,availabla

\are limited." Note, Copyright Protection for Computer Programs, 64 Colum. L. Rev.

11274, 1298-1299 (1964).



access to'information to a greater extent than does copyrightA)ecause 'such

other forms afford proprietors far greater monopoly power over their wares.

The most significant of these forms are (1) federal patent protet-
,

ion, (2) the various state laws of trade secrecy, and (3) the laws of unfair

tition. The use 'of patents to protect software gives rise to at least

t ree problems. In the first place, the availability of patent protection for
13/

programs is unclear. In the second place, even if available, only software

meeting the rigid standards of novelty and nonobviousness required.by Title 35.

of th United States Code could be patented. In a "patent-only" world, there-

fore, most prog ams would be unprotected and those which were patented would

,,"receive protection -- extremely strong protection against use bly others of,
,

the underlying concepts or.principles of'operat* The reqeirements for copy-
,

right protection-are much less stringent, w ich means that all.such works will-

be protected subject only to the requirement of originality. The strength of the
,

.,

protection will be substantially less than that afforded by a patent. And, in the
1._, .

,
14/third place, unlike cop right, patents canobe used to protect "processes," and= 4

.

. . .

4y.44.44

13) Recent decisions in the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals ordered the.award of_patens-to software (or softwarelike creations) over the strenuous
objection of two jwiges who held that Gottschalk-v:-Benson, 409 U.S. 63,(1972)
and Dann-v:-Johnston, 425 ,U.S. 219 (1976), cases in which the Supreme Court
found software to be-ineligible for patent protection, precluded.suchprotec-tion. In-re-thatfie14, No.'76-551 and In-re-Noll, No. 74r541. The preceden-otial valuft of these cases in the face.of possible Sppreme Court review seems
questionable,,at best. In any event, the Pat- t and Trademark Office announcedon December 14, 1976, that it would rely on B- son rather than Noll or 'Chatfield

fuithe review or ,clarification [of t em may be forthcoming." 954 0-.G.
,550, 312 K.T.C.J. at A-12. The Solicitor Ge eral has asked the Supreme
Court to .review the decisions in Noll and. Ch tfield.

14/- Cf. Title 35 U.S.C..i101 and Benson, n. 1 .upr , with F.L.'94-553,S102(b).

a./
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'under the patent system the independent development of the Same work is an in-
-

fringement. The independent creation of a work identical to a pre-existilig

copyrighted work does not infrin&e the copyright in that prior work.

.40

The most widely usedfoEm of protection cuirently_employa is tradd
15/

Nam..

.secrecy. Its deficiencies a briefly listed:.

1). HoStility to the free exchanAe of ideas -- A secret
.is _just that--if maintaineokit may contribute tp its'

o.
owner's prokit buenot to'fhe broad dissemination.
sand interchange of information.

2) Inappropriateness with respect to general purpoile
programs having a potentially.large market
trade' secret by its -very nature is suwcihing that
its owner cannot distribute widely, Circe the
distr4.bution of each ,copy of the items
trade secret(is asserted makes it increasingly.
likely that a breach in security and, therefore,
loss of the secret will .occur.

3) Ease of-loss -- Trade secrecy protecti.-,a generally be-
:>..cV comes unenforceabLe through e'7_,:cloSure of the confiden-.

tial process or formula to c-_fone outside the scope of
the agreement between the entrepreneur and his cuatom-
er(s). Whettier such disclosure.is intentional, inadver-
tent, or caused by the "disclpsee" is of no moment as
far as. the losq.'of tht secret is concerned. Not only

can a trade seeret be-lost through laxity onthe part
of its owner but tenacity can yield the same result,
as where the record of the trial renders the "secret "'

public, and thus unenforceable. '

4) Expense -- Each.transactioa involving a "secret"
program requires substantial expenditures to main-.
fain its security, thereby adding considerably to
the cost of the product.

,

'1:5/ Fora gefterat disCussion of the use of trade secrecy in software,pro-

.
tection, ,see sender, Trade Secret Proktection of Software., 38 ge.a. .Wish. L.

Rev. 909 (1970) and 3 Computer L. Serv. §4-4, art. 2 (1975).

a_ *10



5) Non-uniformity -- Each state is free to develop or

not to develop the dOctrine as it sees fit. 16/

Moreovex, as'a judicially created-concept there
is frequently ambiiuity as toits existence and ,

scope.

. Copyright, in c ontrast, serves well those interests that trade

secrecy serves poorly. Its protection is provided by uniform federaljaws;

,

, ?

,transaction casts associated with copyiight are smaller than those associated
.

,

with'other form o rotedtion for intellectual property;-under Chapter 4 of
17/

the new law copyright protection is diffi'cult to lose;' copyright is designed
NIMMOO

to promote The dissemination of information and is particularly well-suited t.

. .
.

4 large scale distribution of intellectual property; and, unlike trade uetfet

.
. ..,

.. 18/
pr,otection, it does not inhibit development of.the art:

,

.

The common -,law doctrine of unfair competition also may be.used to

protect software: It is based uponthe piinciple that one_may notalkopriate
.

a competitor 1 s skill, expenditures and,labor and prohibits false advertising

or the "passing off" of another's work as one's own: Its utility is limited E_

by one of the same sl-Irtcomings as trade secrecy -- lack of national.unirm-
r,

ity -- and by theabsence of one of copyright's strengths -- applicability

to third-party users as well as to parties ta an original transaction. A
.

,

small body of federal law, developed around §43(a) of tinj.anham Act,

I

16/ See Nycum, Sal:I:The Criminal-Aspects of Computer Abuse:, Applicability

Tilthe' State Penal. Laws to Computer.Abuse (1976); the article contains 4

discussion of the' development, of trade secrecy protection in its civil and

criminal forms.

17/ See generally P.L. S§405 & 406..

18/. See pp 2011. 21, infra,. for a discussion of the extent to which the new 'Copy-

light Act y affect tEelillalityof.trade secrecy protection for*computerprogramt

19/ 15 f1125{a).
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1

z.., - ...
.

,
\

! a
"f* 4; '-',

has, to a certain extent, Madeunfair,competition
.

a
:

leg3eral p. c t ri n e ,

_ ,-.2eir, ''''' ;
. ., . ..

as wel.l.,. Thl.s provides rights supplementar9 to thdse-'founct in:cogynight /
.

4t,(' a

--bui becaue its 'cope is not as broad ;as copyright, it alone does not'

offer snfiiaien protection. For example, the unauthorized-copying of a°

fpr use,.rathe than resale, could be a copyright infringement with

.

cout, mounting .to unfair oiapeti.tion.

,

(

The Subcommittee, 'of course;:istaware of some to imony received

, 1 ,

by the Commission to'the effect'that copyright may be.neither needed nor use

ful in protecting programs.. Two general contentions were made: first, that

the software industry is 'burgeoning in a' market where the availability and

efficacy of legal-protection-is.unclear and, second, that, since infringements

of programs are, difficult to detectenforcement of any. law is rendered diffi-
-

cult.

As =to the first contention, .it is no.t true that the software explosion
4

has occurred'in the absence, of copyright. Rather, it has occurred in a world in

which ap,N;amorphous nix aftrade secrecy, copyright, contractual and, perhaps,

patent protection.has been available and has been employed by various proprietors.

a

See-Allisbn.--..% R. "Private Cause of Action for Unfaii Competition Under

.the'Lanham Act ",` 14 Am.Bus.L.J. 17(1976).



I 'd
Eor exkmple,7a/though no cases.

.)

ment.in computer programs have

- 12 f

deiling directly with copyright infringe-

J. .

been repOrted and, despite the fact that to.

1/4

datonly some.1300 programs have been registered

a large'number of general purpose programs
21/ -

copyright notices. These notices have pei-mitted copyright holdersto

with the Copyright Office,

available for sale or lease- bear 9

achieve settlements with suspected infringers without the necessity ofiniti-

22/ o

Q

tuting suit. "Thus, it seems that', in at least some cases affixation af"

. .

a copyright notice, without more, creates a level of protection in the market.'%-.

. The real question is not whether the industry is burgeoning --.with or without

copyright whgther a change in the status quo ihatwodld decrease r

liance on trade secrecy and other means of legal protection that restrict

access to these works is desirable, particularly in of trends in the.

'41/4

industry toward the marketing of software products totally independently.
.

'es

from the machines themselves.
..,

,,

In shoTt,'as stated above, the Subcommittee believes that the

Commission's recomme4dations shoul&be that the law specifically provide.

/fat-the protection of programs-and that it do so in a manner designed

,

\

..,

mi avoid the rapid obsolescedce which befell the 1909 Co705ight Act. If
.

t )
C.

ilthose-recommendations lead to reduced reliance on trade secrecy proteEtion,

.

they undOubtedly have the*oeneficial effect,of causing the products

of the industry to becomemore widely available at .a lower unit price.

;

Including,-for example, all of
Oe the programproducts from IBM and the

TD-ig t a 1- Equipment Corporation.
i

r 3

22/ Testimony of. Daniel McCracken at the November, 1976 meeting and telephone

c onversation with. Elmer Calbi, Esqi of IBM.
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;-.
13 --

. .
-

., ,:

With respect.tb the second contention -- the asserted dilficulty conr

r7r,
' ...,

cerning enforcement -- the pos'sibility ih.it violations, of law may go unTigtected

- c

cannot militate against the law's existence; it merely suggests that more

efficient means of enforcement need to be sught.

The following table showS, at a glancesoMe of the:considerations weighed'

by the Subcommittee in making its determination. We have included- comMents to those

,

items which-are starred (*)/P..lin the Subcommittee's view, the -an-swers.to such.ecOdo,-.
-

pd` Ae

questions as the effect of protection on the mariet and the opportunity it creates

for an uncompetitive rate of return tend'to show that, Of the 'ygrious -potential mode

*.t

e

of protection, copyright has the smallest negative impact.

'tractors retained by the Commission to assess the economic

modes of protection should shed more

General
Considerationt

,

'The reports from the cor%

impact of f-the several
23/,

light on this important topic.

Characteristics-of.Protective-Mechanismi

Copyright

1. National Uniformity. yes

2. Protection Effective
Upon

Patent

yes

Trade Secrecy

no'

creation of successful prOse- entrance into

work cution of applica- contractual

tion -relationship'

3: 'Cost of.Obtainine. nil

Protection

Term of Protection
.

Cost of Maintaining
-Protection

life-plus 50
years or 75
years i

nil

moderate.

17. yeags

moderate

possibility of bot.
perpetul protectl
and termination at

any time

nil 'significant

,

23/ The,NYU Report, supra, note 6, received May 5% 1977, suggeststhat copyright .

is 'superior to tre secrecy with respect to increased information in the.mirket-

place, the development of multi-purpose software, the reduction of duplicatio& of

efforts"-and divertification of available products.
,

14-
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General-

Considerations (cont'd)

. 14
2A

Copyright .Patent

* 6. Cost of rforcing moderate
Rights A ainst Viola

-

-
.

tors

.7. Availatality-df (a) StatulL a.yes': a. no
c:iry,bamages (b) Attorney's b. yes - b. yes
Fees. from Infringers

y
8. roiection Lost by gross neglect unsuccessfA

Softw re Considerations
1=2tiding Effects of
Subcommittee Proposals

9. Consistency with other
copyright areas

* 10. Av3ilability of
protective mechanism
for some programs

yes

litigation

no

r

unclear

11. Universal Availability yes . no
of protective mechanism
for all programs

-12, "Process" yrotectahle

13, Suited to Mass
Distribution

Item No.alrmalm

O

Trade Secrecy

higher

a. no
b.. no'

disclosure

no

yes .

no

no yes yes

yes yes no

COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO STARRED ITEMS IN THE TABLE

;

,

5. Once copyrigh patent is secured, it costs little or nothing to
keep itjn force; on the other hand, expensive security measures must-
he taken to avoid losing a trade Secret. The-cost of-this security is,
of'course; passed on to the user.

4 Copyright and patent infringers, in some instances can be 'persuaded to
comply without the institution,of a lawsuit. if litigation is necessary,

. it may be expensive; but in copyright and..patent cases attorney's fees may
be awarded to successful plaintiffs. At trial the proprietor bears the
burden of proving that the trade- `secret is valid; in patent cases there
is a presumption of validity an.d in copyright actions a registration



certificate is prima.facie'evidence of the copyright's validity. The -

proof
e,
proof of the'validity of a,ttade secret may be expensive and, difficult,
as it almost necessarily inliolires-the tetentio0 of expert. witnesses.
Although such witnesses,:may,be needd in copyright-and patent suits in
those cases there ,will have been'at least some CAmpliance with federal
law regatding public notice of craimed rights before the lawsul.t is
initiated. A suit to.enforce a trade secret, even though successful,
may destroy the-secret if it is offered into evidence and becbmes.part
of the public record of the trial.

10 *As of the-40sent, doubt exists whether programs are proper subjects
for patent prdtection. (Stee,=p.:S; -supra). : -- .

.j....4-

Evdn if programs are.patentable, onlythose which ,gre.truly. novel and.
nonobVious will. be protected. 4Trade secrecy is, ofecourse, unavailable
when the contents of a progra441ave been aisclosed.

.

_ .

.. -1F
IV. How Copyrights

1.1

The objectof any,amendments to the copyright law should be to clarify

the rights of: the holder of copyright in'4:computer program andofits'userS:

The need for such clarification is created by the way in 'which programs -are used.
24/

In the absence of §117 the loading.or inputting of a program into a computer would

constitute the preparation of a copy. Section 106(1) of, the law provides that,

copying-is the-eXclusive tight of.the:COpyright owner.' Thus, any use of programs

by strangers would constitute infringements unless language of the type proposed

beJ is adopted to replace the current §117. ___

44' ''
7

The current_cduright practice would fpe b t_slightly-affected the
.

'

S,ubcommittee's recommendations were adopted. Indeed, it is believed that the

suggested 'change's will lead not only to satisfactorytIprotection against the

mieappropriation of softwaie but also_to increased consumer and competitor
).,

knoWledge concerning the nature of.the goods in the racket.

24/ The Subcommittee anticipates that any Congressional action with respect to
any computerrelated Commission recommendations will include 'the deletion of ,.

the'"interim" or "moratorium" provisions of- §117.
A'
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1. Proposea New Definition:

-16--

a

The Subcommittee believes-that it would be appropriate to include

among the definitions in 5101 the definition of a computer program. We

suggest the following. lanivage:

"A 'computer program' is a fixation of a series of state-

ments or instructions to be used in conjunction with a

'computer in order to bring about acertain result."

'A statutory 'definitioneeded if, :as p posed, a.ne47-section
r .

pertaining to,coMputer programs is t be included in the Copyright Act.

.1

There

are three reasons why .this definition is useful.' First,rsince it lacks data

_processing jargon and phrases concerning the way in which programs are used,

is not tied to current technology. The SubcomMittee believes that changes

in the way computers work should not change the extent to which copyright sub-
/

sists in prograM's. The definitions of "literary works" and !'copies" now

found in 5101 preclude the necessity of describing in the definition the forms

or media in which programs may be fixed. And, third, no attempt need be made in

the definition,to.addresslicitly
the program/algorithm version of the ide.;/

i.

expression distinction. This distinctpn, which has, caused great uncertainty

. : 4

in the world of copyright, is not, of course, unimportant. However no further

statutory elucidation is required because the new law already deals with it

Adequately.,
4

5102(b) now provides that:

"In no case does copyright protection for an

original-work of authorship extend to any idea,

procedure, process, system, method of operation,

concept, principle, or discovery; regardless of

the form in which it is described, explained,
illustrated or embodied in such work."

I.7
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That liortiOn of the House report which' deals *with thAt prOvisi'on contains
. .

ttie following passage:="

.;

.

"Some concern has:been expressed lest copyright
computer programs should extend protection ''oethe

methodology or processes adopted by the programmer,
rather; than merely to the 'writings' expressing

his ideas. Section 102(b) is intended among other 4,
things, to make clear that the expression adopted'

by the programmer is the copyrightable element in

a computer program, and that the actual processes

or methods embodied in the prOgram are not within
the scope of the copyright -Yaw:" 2.5/

Also important is the. House's statement of the content of the term "literary

works" to which copyright protection extends: .

"It also'includes . . . computer' programs Eo the

extent that they incorporate authorship in the
programmer's'expresgioniof original ideas, as

' distinguished from the ideas themselves-"
[Emphasis /supplied]. 26/

-r
t - These princiiales have been employed by /courts in disposing of copy-

27/

right'cakes involving the idea/dxpression issue:7- In each instance, where

the question arose, .the court made clear that copyright protectiOn cannot

subsist in works cap,able-ID1 being expresseA in only a particular and limited
4

manner on the grounds that free access to the expression is necessary in'

order to'ut,ilize and'oonvey the.unprotectable Any. work designed to

control the,operatiori of a compdter that can be expressed only. in a partic--

. J
. ,

'ular and limited.manner is no more subject to exclusivity under the aegis

'25/ Hte.-:Rep. NOt'1476, 94th Cong., 2ndSess. 57 96).

.26/ °A..k. Rep. NO. 1476, 94th Cong.,' 2nd Sess. 540(1976)-

27/- See Baker V. Selden', 101 U.S. 99 (1879); Mo rissey v..Procterl" Gamble Co.,

379 F 7 . 2 675 (1st Cir. 1967); Crume v. Pa 'f_ic Mutual Life Ins. Co:, 140 Fad

182,(7th Cir. 1944).

1 8
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28j
.

(;)f 'copyright than is A method of atcounting,4 a set dl Social Security Accot4pt

29,4
-. -301 N.

5.

-S.

Sweepitakes Rules orjhe plans for a.cominny's reorgani;ation.

It should be emphasized).,that the protection which would be afforded pro-.

grams by copyright would not serve to block the use of .a programis under)ying con-
.

,r

capts by others since.copyright_never protects ideas, but only the expression there-

When specific cothputer instructions, even though previously copyylghted,

'are the only and essential means of accomplishing a given task,3 t later,

1.?A,

use by another. will not amount to an infringement.. In discussing an insurance

company's use of a lawyer's copyrighted forms, aefederal court of appeals stated'

31/ e,

in Continental Casualty Co;--v. Beardsley:

"the use of specific language...may be. so essential

to accomplish, a deired result and sco. integrated-with

the use of a...conception that fhe proper standard of

infringement'is one which will protect as far as pos-

sible the copyrighted language and yet allow the free,

use of the thought beneath the language. The 'evidence

here shows-hat-[the-company] insofar-as-it-has-used

the-language of- [the lawyer'sl:forms-has done'so-only

incidental-to-dtvuse-of-the-underlying-idea:-;..-In
so doing-ithas'not-infringed." tEmpahsis added];

In the opinion of the Subcommittee, the above underscored

in Beardsley indicates that copyright protection for programs would

"thin," because

instructions

language

indeed be

irvthe programming-field the use of specific--language -7
4..

may,,in some instances; b4so basic, essential and inte-

grated with the,unde'rlying idea-that use of the same language would not

constitute infringement.

28/ )rr'v;.Selden, 101 U.S. 99 (1879)-

29/ Morrissey v.-Procter.& Gamble;Co., 379 F.2d 675 (1st Cir: 196,7).

30/ 'Crume:v.-Facific Mutual Life Ins:Co:, 140 F.2d 182 (7th Cir. 1944).

31/ 253 F.2d 702 (2nd Cir. 1958). See, also, Harcourt;-Brace-&-World;'Inc.

v. Graphic Controls Corp.; 329 F.Supp. 517 (S.D.N.Y. 1921).
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°posed New §Ifis(to replace §117 as enacted):
./. ,-

r
,,.- "§117: rLi mmtations on Exclusive Rights:-Compute Programs

I._

Notwi.thstanding the provisions Of §106, it is not an infringement

fOr the rightful'possessor of a cOr'of a computer program to

Make or authorize the making of another copy of that computef

orogram-provided:

(f) .
thYt such new copy is cre ed as an essential step

in the utilization of th computer program in con

junction with a machin and that it is used in no

-other manner, or

. .

'4) that such new .copy is for archival purposes only.

andLtlhat all archival copies are destroyed in the

event that continued possession of the computer 0

program should cease to,tie rightful.

Any copies prepared in accordance with the prOVisions of this

section may be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred by the

persoh making such copies only as part of the lease, sale, or .

other transfer-of all rights in the program."

The proposed,5117(1)-is designed to make it clear th the "inputting"
32/

of a program by a rightful possessor is not an infringement. Section 117,(2) is

.

designed to permit a user to prepare a copy for storage as insurance against-loss

in the event of destruction of the copy rightfully acquired.
ar

This section

is worded in a manaer similar tp se eral already existing limitation

33/

sections. Provisos (1) and (2) serve to make it clear that blanket permis
.

sion to copy-is not granted to an intended user and that any copying by a

wrongful possessor is a violation of §106(1). Wrongful possession would

32/. The Whitford Report, note 2, supra, reflects a similar, sresult. Its, fifth

recommendation -- declaring\unauthorized use an infringement -- is redundant if 4

the loading of a program into a computer is the preparation of a copy. .If,'as

sedms clear, U.S. copyright law proVides in effect that loading is copying, then,

no separate "use" prohibition is necessary., Many interested parties have suggested

that the law should provide the owner of copyright in a computer program with a

right similar to the right of public peiformance found in k106(4) of the new law.

Because' all use-of a.program requires the preparation of a copy, the Subcommittee

is Of the belief that ,ho "use" right, beyond-that in the proposed §117, be recom
,

mended. Simply,put, by iegulating the copying of a program, its use is also

regulated.

.33/ Cf. §410r0I09. 26
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include but be limited Go,

( ) possession of a "pirate- copy, = 3

) possession of a stolen but "non-pirate" copy,

(c), retention of any copy after the expiration of

a period of righiful posiession, or

(d) retention of any copy after transferring all

5

rights 'in a program to another.

Copying by a rightful-possessor
4
outside the scope of the proVisoS would also be

barred. Thus, in the absence of explicit authorization from the copyright owner,

-

the preparation by the user .of multiple,eopies, whether for internal distribution

or transmission to others would be an infringement.

It should be noted that the conversion of a program from one comiuter

"language," such as COBOL, to another, such as FORTRAN, would amount to the

preparation of a derivative work and would remain the exclusive right of the

copyright owner.

Owners of copyright's in programs of which copies are sold could in no way

restrain the further alienation of such copies, bUt their vendees could not make and

'vehd or retain additional copieTA w: inf nging the copyright. The utilization

of a pirate copy would involve two infririgem first, the preparation of the

pirate copy and second, its use in which another copy would necessarily be prepared.

3. Preemption.

Section 301 is designed to make it clear that trade secret protection is

preemptei'to the extent that such protection is not "different in kind from copy-

34/

right infringement." Thus trade secrecy protection could not be asserted where its

purpose wasto_preyent.the copying of a work. After January 1, 1978, copyright wiil

subsist in all programs from the time of their first fixation in tangible media of

c,

expressiOn.-The proprietor will be reqUired to seek compensation for misuse of the pro-

gram through an Action against the-infringer for statutory damagl or actual damages

34/ H.R. Rep. No. 1476 94th Cong., 2nd Sess. 132 (1976).
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mod ptofits,-rethedies to which, he, as all other copyright owners, would be entitled.

c

- --y
. . .>

, .

,

Sjmplyput,t#t proprietor whO seeks revenues from users of his copyrighted work - _

be it a book, photograph or computer program .ought not .to be entitled to allege.

that his, woik, although available to users, is somehow "secret," in the same'lway

that a carefully guarded'formulation fora soft drink syrup may

Any resultant reduction in the, use of trade secrecy should have at least

two salutary effects'.. It should reduce the number of occasions when a programmer

-has to repeat the prior effort of another because that. prior effort is kept secret.
.e 35/

'ft' should, according to the NYU study, reduce the social waste inherent under

trade secrecy which fesults when new prograFs are made unnecessarily complex

so that their essence is difficult for even skilled, readers to discern. None

of this, however, should be taken as suggesting that no program may ever.be

protected as a trade secret. Nothing in this proposal compels a programmer to

publish his work. Nor would the programmer. be prevented from entering into

contracts designed to restrict disclosure of the program. However, as seems

self evident; trade secrecy could not be relied upqn if a program were widely

.marketed or otherwise broadly distributed.

4. Term-of'Protection.

Because all other works of authorship receive the period of protec-

tion provided by §302 of the 1976 Act,.aad because the scope of protection
36/-

afforded programs by copyright may be relatively "thin,"-- there seems to be

no persuasive reason to, add further complexity to the law by alteringthe

35/ Supra, note 6.

36/ SuOra, pp. 0-18.
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uniform term of-protection for these works.. Although most programs-may have
37/

shorter useful' lives than the full ter,provided by the statute: this also

0

is true of other works, such as directories, which receive full-term protec-

tion. With regard to all tykes of works, if is the exceptiOnal One that has

a useful life of several decades; but it is exactly those works that the length{

periods of protection in §302 were enacted to protect. It should also be noted

that no one is harmed when short-lived workq remain' protected beyond their brief

periods of utility. For example, a telephohe dirtctory published in 1978 will

remain under copyright thro 2053 with no apparent'idyete efficts upon society.

5. Suggestions'Concerning-Regulations.

The Subcommittee recommends'that notice, deposit and registration

regulations be promulgated by the Register of Copyrights. However, certain

general comments seem in order.

Copyright notice in the

on all formats in'which a program

form prescribed in §401(b) should be required
38/

is marketed. On programs capable of being read

by the unaided eye such notice should appear prior to the list of instructions

that comprise the program. Those programs which can be read only with the aid

. . _ r

of a machine or device should contain notice in the medium of fixation such that

the contents of the program cannot be listed without reproducing the notice

in the position .just described. Further, containers in which copies of such

,-"machine-readablen programs are sold, leased or transported should bear';77!

37/ In addition, the Commission received testy. :::y that operating system soft-

TEre and.pr6rains, such as DIALOG, usPe conjunction with daXa bases, often

have useful lives.in excess of te.I. years.

38/ Such notice must consist of the word."Gopyright," the abbreviation "Copy."

or the symbol (E) together with the year of first publication and the name of

the copyright owner.

2i
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notice as should such'devices as.l) reels upon which magnetic tape is
,

wound

or 2) semiconductor chips in which prograds are store.; -

With respect to-deposit and registration requirements, the Subcommit-

tee believes that regulations should promote public access to computer programs

while being fluid enough to accommodate future changes in software technology.

Several options appear available. A system of "temporary" deposit,' similar

to the practice followed with respect to motion pictures, . Might be appro-
.

priate. In the alteinative, permanent deposit of complete copies of

original versions of programs could be required, with descriptions rather

than complete copies of amended versions being filed thereafter. In any
%.$

event, such*requirecients can best be established by the Copyright Office.

V. -Postscript

A previous version of this report was discussed at the Commission

meeeings in Febivary and'April, 1977. On those occasions there were expres-

sions of reservations about the Subcommittee's recommendations. This draft

of the report includes changes that respondi,to comments and criticism made'

at those meetings. In addition, it is anticipated that dissenting,views,

accompany-this report when it is publicly circulated for. comment.

Substantive issues-discussed were:

1. Whether, as a policy matter, software should

be protected.

2. Whether the intent underlying the copyright

clause of the Constitution encompasses

software.

3., -._-her the inclusion of software in the scope

of.copyt depreciates the nation's cultural

heritage.

. Whether new terchnologies, deserving of ptotec-

pion, should be protected by a new law other

than copyright.

24
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"Concern was e ressed with respect to the Software. Subcommittee's
-,- :

. report regarding:
-. F-

a)
....-

Why witnesses from the computer industry
but not.rekesentativei of authors and the
public,interest have been heard.

b) Whether the Subcommittee had considered
public policy issues in making its deter-_

minations.

c) How the Subcommittee reacted to'a-diyision
among software witnesses: that appeared
to be eleven for copyright protection and
sixteen for other forms of protectiOn.

The current version of this report is responsive to several of these

,items. The rationale for protection in whatever form is outlined in Part I,
.

-

entitled "Why Protection?" and it the NYU report. The constitutional question
0

is discussed in note-3. 'The policy issues which are the,foundation upon which '

the Subcommittee based its report are discussed in varying detail at pages 5,

7-10, and 13-15. A new'form of protection is not recommended because programs.
.

are instructions, fixed in a tangible medium of expression and, by that token
.

presently copyrightable and because Congress is likely-to prove unreceptive

to proposals to,protect each_nei4 form of expression with &separate special

.-statute. In a recent study for the WorldIntellectual Property Organization
.

(WIPO) the author, who generally proposes that a new form of protection be

created, notes that
A

,
"in a number of countries it would already be
possible to give such-protection [to programs]
on the basis of current legislation on copy-'
right...and consequently-special legislation
would not be nedesary. In-various:countries,
including 'the United 'States. ; ;there 'would seem.
to be -no' particular-desire -to -set 'up special
provisions to-protect-software-I! 39/
(Emphasis added).

39/ Kolle,bmputer Software Protection--Present Situation and Future Prospects,
Copyright, March, 1977, 72.
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Turning to the asserted division of the software witnesses, it should

be noted that it was,not precisely 11 for copyright and'16 for something else.

In 1976-, the Commission received oral and written testimony from 20 witnesses

representing 18 organizations. Their views may be interpreted as follows: 11

7

favored copyright, 3 patent, 3 trade secrecy, 8 had no" preference and 2 per-

ceived no need for protection. Since several persons supported copyright.and

()tie or, more other, forms of prdtection, the same person may be counteckin the final

tabulation as having "cast" his "votes" both "for" and "against' copyright.

Finally,.of course, the Subcommittee has based its recommendations not upon a

headcount but upon a consideration of all the factors that bear on the issues

at hand. It believes that the needs of all parties and the public may best be

served by amending the Copyright Act as it suggests.

With respect to the nature of, the witnesses, 'it ,should be pointed out

that notice of All Commission meetings, as well as invitations to interested par-

ties, have been published in the Federal Register and -in more than .a daze; press
o

'releases which were sent tothe addressees on a mailing list currently contain-

ing more than 400 names. The Author's League was specifically asked to encourage

individual authors to contribute to the proceedings of the Commission. Although

some public interest org6kizations appaiently sci:een the Federal Register for

*items of interest, the Commission's work has apparently7not aroused interest

within such public interest and consumer groups, tu ensurethat all view-

points are made known -the Commission has entered into two contracts with
, .

ft



public interest organizations to rovide additional input ofVie type not

, i \
yet received. The results of those studies should be available by July,

I -

1977. 7

The Subcommittee believes that affording copyright to software,

could not constitute a. threat to cultural values. That public perceptions,

beliefs. and actions might vary deperieing.upon whether computer programs

are in or out of copyright.seems rather unlikely.'-Works of both great

4
and small aesthetic value should besimilarly'protected lest the government-

.

acquire the power to assess the merits' of d work.and choose only those-

,

works which in its view are "gooC1 enough" for copyright. The copyright

law, applying as i*loes to all forms of expression, should be broad

enough to shelter the works of Nobel laureates and computer programmers

without causing any confusion about-which is which.


